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Abstract

The ptrpose af this study was to analyze the dffirences af female worker
participation rates in the city of Bengkulu. The dato used in this study was
primary data by distributing questionnaires to the respondents.
Respondents were 130 people of married working women. Sampling
aethad usedwus purposive soupling. Analysis tool usedwas discriminant
analysis. Dependent variable was the level affemale worker participation-
lndeperuderct voriobles rytskted af ircc<sme af tlre husbaxd, age, educatiorc,

andfamily size.

Results shaws the majortty of respandents working as merchants (45% of
lll people) and tlrc citil sen-ants (38.7o/o), with age between 35 to 16
years, under graduated snd senior high school, with the number of
children 3 or 4 people. Work porticipation rate of respondents ranged

from 60-270 hours per month with tle awrage work participation af 163.9
hours a r,nonth. Incomes received by the respondents are among 0.25
million and five million rupiahs per monlh, *'ith the cverage income of
1.795 million rupiahs. The majoriQ of respondev,ls eorn incomes
approximately from 1.50 million to 2.74 million rupiahs. Then, the
husband's itwome of respondents earn fram 0.35 million to 10 million
rupiahs, with the cverctge income is 2.01 I million rupiahs.

Using of discriminrsnt analysis, discriminant model formed in this study is
valid. Group of fenale workers with low work participation dffir
significantly from the group of female workers with high work
participatian. Three veiriables thai discriminde these two groups are
education level, age, aad income of the husband. Group of female workers
with hiEh work participation have higher education level, older age and
hasbcnd's earnings greater thon the grotry af fem*le w'orLners with kr*
work participation- The vwiable that discriminating most is educatian
level, while the vorioble discriminotes the least is the lrusband's income.
Implic*tions af the study is thatfcmily incame is higher if the husband and
wife both working. With higher incomes, of course, needs of fomily l*
could become more fulfilled. With more and more wamen working in the
community, so tle family incame also increased, therefore it will improve
people's standard life- Ta reack that conditian explained before, the
married women should work with the high participalion rate (full-time
worker). To be full-time female workers, it is necessary efforts to improve
the education level ofwomeru
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I. INTRODUCTION

The involvernent of women in economic activities is familim especially to the
economically weak people or those living in rural areas. At first women's activities was
in agriculfure sector. Along with the economic development, more women are tuming
.,lcrk into other sectors such as services, trade, industry and other sectors.

Since the job opportunities outside the role of the household opened for women, women
began to carry out dual roles as housewives as well as breadwinners. Female workers
managed their work by reducing the time for housework. Women, in addition to be
responsible with the housework, were also working to eam money that has been limited
in order to meet the survival of their families. In other words, the female worker
participation of course lgJ to the addition of family income.

Today more jobs and occupations are available for women; areas that previously were
dominated by men slowly begin to be fit{€d try women. This causes mcre wcrnen work
outside the home. The incre*tng involvement of women in economic activity can be
seen from the increasing number of women who work. In the city of Bengkulu, the
percentage of working women steadily increased urftil 38% in 2007 and reached 41.50/, in
2008, lvhereas economic delrlopment in the ciry' cf Bengkulu was not as good as other
regions. It means that jobs in the city of Bengkulu were less thal other regions. With the
few jobs and occupation in the city of Bengkulq but the female worker participation
increased, of ccurse, it is interesting tc be andyzed. Several sftrdies shc$red that *.here

were positive relationship between female worker participation rates and family income,
education level, and age of those female workers. But, those studies did not reveal
explicitly about the anrount of devoting hours used by female workers to work outside:
whether high participation rate (full time) or low parlicipation part time workers. This is
important to be analyzed, because there are different consequences of it. Fu1l time female
workers have to go outside for long time every day. So, they have to comider several
factors before deciding to be ftll time worker or part time worker. Some of thern could
not work full time because of their low education level even though they are already old.
Furthermore, they could not work in the formal sectors; they work in the informal sectors
such as hausanaid. So, the purpose of this study rras to ana$ze the differences of female
worker participation rates in the city of Bengkulu.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Female worker participation was women inyolvement to work outside the home as the
workforce to supplement family income and for a woman who leamed to run their
respective careers (Soewondo, 1998). By involving women in the labor mar*et, the role
of *,he pattem that occurs not only in domestic sect+r but also becomes u,idespread in the
public sector. In this case, by working the male domination in the family began to be
balanced by the economic power of women. And the economic power of wornen more or
less will affect its positicn in the farnily. Therefore the phenomencn of the increasing
female worker participation in devoting their time to work is quite important effects on
women's labor market dynamics.

Many factors cause the increasing female wcirker participation. One of fhe factors
influencing lromen to enter the labor market is family income (Tumanggor and Effendi,
2AAr. The phenomenon of women working occurs in all levels of society, both upper
class people, middle, or bottom. For the upper class socief, usually working \i'omen ar€

for self-actualization. As for the lower and middle class people, they work primarily to
supplement the family income (Soewondo, 1998).
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Dellyana (1998) describes the phenomenon of an increasingly wealthy farnily in the
village, the fewer wives who do work together. Similarly, in urban areas, the psar wives
in the family (low income) always work together. Mustaniroh (2005) aiso said that
womer working in devoting their time to work are influenced by family income. This is
caused when the husband income is not enough for the needs of the family tlren the wife
can assist her husband to fulfill ttre needs of families by working.

This information was supported by Simanjuntak (2001). He stated that a family whose
income is large relative to the cost of living tends to minimize the number cf family
members who work. Conversely families who earn relatively small share of the cost of
living tend to increase the number of family members working.

Some studies found negative effect of haus*old income on time allocation of wives to
work (Mangkuprawtru 1994; Nurwifi, 1996; Yulmardi,Z002; etc Cebulq 2006). These
studies indicated that the lower the household income the higher the wife's allocation of
time to work. This mearls that the allccaticn cf werk tir*e *f female wcrkers beccmes
more if their family income is Ulrer. In other words, for low-income families that would
encourage women to work in a longer time. In contrast to families with higher incomes,
women are not interested to work in a long time, even tend to not interested to work
outside the home.

Although considerable amount of research revealed the negative influence of family
income on female work participation, a few empirical studies explained the contoary
results; that the family incomeaffects the female labor participation positively (Hadianto,
2003, Y olda, 2006, Rusmelia, 207 1 ). Positive infl uence of income of households fowards
the padicipation of female workers may explain that the higher income famity heads will
cause more wornen to devote their time to work.

Age also has an influence on female work participation. For ages, various studies have
shown that at a certain age, many womefi enter into the world of work (Goodman, 1994;
Hayghe, 1994). Women are entering into the labor market with average age af 2A-24
years old, and then this amormt is reduced by the age of 25-34 years old. Majority of
women are going into labor market at the age of 35-64 years old.

However there are also studies that found no negative influence of age factors on the
allocation of women's work time (Hadianto, 2003). Conversely, there is also research
that reveals the positive influsrce of age tawards the levels af fernale labcr force
participation (Riyadi, 200 I ),

Another factor that becomes the determination factor of the female worker participation
rate is the education level of \ryoman Rusmelia (2011), Faridi, Chaundhry and Anwar
(240r, and Riyadi (2001) mentioned that the level of education has a positive impact on
the participation of female workers. Wom$t with highd education tend to not-want to
just stay at home; they prefer ta have jobs that match their education.

In addition, the number of family memb€rs also determines the level of female worker
participation- There is a positive influence on the number of family members toward
female labor participation rate $\{ustaniroh, 2005; Yulmardi, 20A2; Vold4 2006;
Rusmelia, 2011; Cebula, 2006). The number of 'family members is one factor affecting
the allocation of time working women. This is because the greater number of dependent
family members in the family will involve a wsman as a wife to help husba*d's income
whose ineome is low. Women will allocate mone time to work if they have a lot of family
size while the husbands have low income.
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Meanwhile, Fadah and Yuwanto QAM) explain several factors affecting the intensity of
working women who are married; thase are the number cf family members and the
distance of residence to the workplace. The closer their homes to the workplacq the
more fime they work.

3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

The data used in this study \rere the primary data. Primary data w'ere obtained by
distributing questiormaires to the respondents. The populations in this study were Gmale
workers in Bengkulu city. The samples were 130 married working women. Sampling
method used was purpasive sampling. Special purpose use of this method is to fface the
empirical evidence from previous sfudies that one of the factors that determine female
worker participation is the husband's income. Therefore, the selected responderts were
marned working women.

Analysis tool used was discritrinant analysis. By using discriminant analysiE it can be
found whether there is a difference between groups of part time female workers than
ancther grcup of full time ftn.ale ,,ycrkers. F,.:rfhermcre, if there is a difference, it also
found the independent variables which make the difference.

Discriminant model in this study is as follows
Y :X r +Xz* Xt+ Xq

Dependent variable (Y) is a grouping of time allocated to work; it is divided by two
groups; a group consists of part time female workers (low work participation rate) and
another group includes the full time female workers ftigh work participation rate).
Meanwhile, the independent variable (X) are consisting of husband income (X1), age
(X2). education level (X3). and the number of family members ()fu)

The hypothesis stated that "there is a difference between a group of part time female
workers and another ggoup of fulI time female workers in terms of famity income, age,
education level and family size".

Hypothesis testing was done by the F test (u -- 5o ), centroid numbers, and matrix
structures by using stepwise stage. This testing is knovm by using SPSS 16.0 version.

4. FINDING AND DISCUSSIONS

A total of I 1 I respondents returned the questionnaires of 130 questionnaires distributed
to respondents (the response rate is 85.3%). The characteristics of respondents can be
seen in Table I describing the job, agq education and family size of respondents. Based
on the jobs, it is known that the majority of respcndents are working as merehants (459ro

of I I I people) and the sivil servads (it is called PNS) in various institutions (38-7y,).
For the age ofthe respondents, it could be argued that the majority ofrespondents are
between 35 to 46 years old {60.3% cfthe total respondents).
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Table l. Characteristics of Respondents

No Demosraohic characte,risti cs Nurnber Percentage

Jobs

{ousemaids l4 12.6

Merchants 50 4s.0

livil servants 43 38.7

lhief 2 r.8

fonorarv at local government 2 I.8
2. Age (years)

23-28 t4 t2.6

29-34 22 19.8

3544 36 32.4

41-46 31 27.9

47-51 8 7.2

J. Education level

Iunior hish school 21 18.9

lenior hieh schoot 40 36.0

Jnder sraduated level 43 38.7

Sraduated level 7 6.3

4 The number of familv members {persons)

l-2 .9

34 51 45.9

5-6 58 52.3

7-8 .9

Other demographic characteristics shown are the education level and family size of
respondents. {n education level, the respondents have a higher education level because
most of ihern are under graduated level {38.7W, followed by the Senior high school
(36yr). There are even fev* respondents had completed their graduated school who work
as lecturer at university (civit servants). Hcwever, there are also several tespondents who
only took the junior high school those work as housemaid. Then, in terms of the nurnber
of family members, it can be said that the majorify of responderrts have a family mernber
5 or 6 people including the parents. Thus, the majority of respondents have 3 or 4
children {52.3%). Respondents r+'i'*r I or 2 children are also quite a lot with the
percentage of 45.9/ofrom I1I people.

Next, three variables; time allocated to work, income and husband's income of
respondents; are displayed in Table 2- Time allocated to wor* describes the number of
hours of respondents allocated to work; it is classified as full time and part time female
worker. Table 2 shows that the respondents work at range from 60 hours to 270 hours in a
month. By Indonesia legal working hours at least 40 hours a week to be assessed as full
workers (that means 160 ho'un a monih), then ihe majority of the respondents can be said
as full worker because most of the respondents work 160 hours or more in a month- This
is demonstrated by the average working hours of respondents in a month as much as

I63.9 hcurs. There are 7l.Zya oftotal respondents whe wark fulI time; althmgh t#aL| af
them are working in the formal sector.

Table 2. Tiue allocafed to work, income level of respondenis and tleir husband
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No Demographic characteristics Number Percentage

time allocated to work (mean : 163.90 hours)

60-l l0 hours t5 13.5

lt -160 hours t7 15.3

l6 -210 hours 65 58.6

2l -260 hours 9 8.1

26 -3 1 0 hours 5 4.5

2. Respondents' income (million rupiahs)

0.2s - r.24 34 30.6

1.25 - 2.24 J' 29.7

2.25 -3.24 35 31.5

3.25 - 4_24 J 2.7

4.25 - 5.24 6 5.4

3. Husband's income (million rupiahs)

0.35 -2.34 73 6s.8

2.35 - 4.34 32 28.8

4.35 - 6.34 J 2.7

6.35 - 8.34 I .9

8.35 - 10.34 2 t.8

Furthermore, Table 2 also describes the respondents' income earned from work.
Respondents eam at least 0.25 million mpiahs and the largest five million rupiahs per
month. With an average income of 1.795 million mpiahs, some respofldents get high
income; however some otrhsrs get low income. Besides that, husbands' incomes of
respondents are displayed too in Table 2. Husband of all respondents work; some of
them work in fonnal secfior bat soirie othrers working in informal sector. Tliis is reflected
in the lowest income husbands is only 0.35 million rupiahs, and the highest income is l0
million rupiahs. Most respondents received income from 0.35 million rupiahs to 2.M
million rupiahs, and 2.011 millian rupiahs is their average income.

The results of Discriminant Analysis

Hours of work which are applicable as full workers in Indonesia are 40 hours per week or
160 hours per month. Thus, for the using of discriminant analysis, the work participation
rates are divided into two groups; namely group of part time female worker (the
allocation of work time at most 4O hours per week or 160 hours per month) and group of
full time female worker (the allocalion of working time over 40 hours a week or over 160
hours per month). Subsequently the first group are called part time group, while the
second group is called the firll tirne goup.

Using SPSS 16.0, there are some calculations to be discussed. The first is a test to see the
equallty of grorp means (F test and the number Wilk's Lambda). Using the level of
significance 5oZ, there are only three significant variables that have equalities within each
group, namely husband's income, age and education of respondents. This is shown by
Table 3.

Table 3. Tests of Equality of Group Means
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Variables Wilks'Lambda F dfl df2 Sie.

Husband's income as36 7435 I 09 0.087

Age ofrespondents 0765 33,436 I 09 0.000

Education 0751 36 108 I 09 0.000

The number of family metnbers s990 1fi77 I 0s 0.302

Furthermore, from eigenvalues table, it is known the canonical correlation of 0.614; and

A377 is its'squared. This means that37.7Ya of variancs of time allocated to work (as

dependent variable) can be explained by the discriminant model formed by three

significant independent variablss (husband's income, age and education)'

TherU to test the hypothesis, it is shown in Table 4. This table shows that the centroids

for these groups (part time and fulltime) are different. This number indicates that the

null hypothesis (H0) is rejected. It means that the part time group is significantly different
from anoth€r grc$p. ?

Table 4" Centroid for each group

Group Function (l)
Low t.120

Hish 0.606

Next discussion is about the classification results; it is used to dsmonstrate discriminant

validity of the madel. Classification results can be seen in Table 5. For the part time
group, the initial number of respondents was 39; but it can be grouped by the discriminant
model as a part time group is only 32, the rsmaining sevsn respondents are classified as

fuIl time group. Conversely, for the futl time group, with the initial number of 72

respondents; there are only 54 respondents classified as full time group, the remaining l8
were grouped as part time group- Then the model prediction accuracy was 77.SYo.

Tahle 5. Clnssificstion results

The last result of discriminant model revealing is the stmcture of the matrix. Through the

matrix structure can be known the discriminant loadings- Discriminant loadings
siguificant of this model are the variable af education level (0.699), age (0.667), and the
husband's income {0494). This is shown by Table 6.

Group Predicted Group Membership Total

Low hish

Cross-validated Count part time ?) 7 39

fulltime 18 54 72
o/o part time 82.1 17.9 100.0

ful1time 25.0 75.0 100.0
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Table 6. Structure Matrix

Variables Discriminant loadinss

Education level 0.699

Ase ofrespondent 0.667

Husband's income 0.494

Number of familv rnembersu 0,195

a. This variable not used in t}e aralvsis.

Interpretation of Discriminant Model

Based on the strucfire makix, it is known that the independent variables those
significantly dif[erentiate &e part time and full time groups are education level, age,

and income of the husbanf ih..s the discussion wilt focus on these three variables.
To find out how the difference between these two gror{Fs, Table 7 describes the
means and discriminant loadings of three independent variables.

Table 7, Mears and discriminant hrdings

Variables
Means Discriminat loadings

Pa* time Full time
Education level 2.74 3.64 0.699

Age 2^23 3^38 4.667

Husband's income 1.05 r.65 4.494

Based on Table 7, the means of each variable are significant for the part time group
compared with the full time group. The first variable, edueation level, mean cf tke
part time group is 2-74. It means that majorify of respondents finish the junior high
school, but part of them completed fhs senior high school. While the mean of
education level of the full time group is 3.64 {it means that majority of respondents
completed the senior high school, and some of them also finish the r:ndergraduate
program). This indicates thal the education level mean of full time group is greater
than the part time group's; so this variable is inserted into the full time group"

For the second variable, age, me€rn of age of the part time group is 2.23. In this
study, age is divided into 5 age classes (range from 23 to 5l years old); so Mean of
2.23 is included in the second class of age 29-34 years old- This shows that the
average age of rcspondents in the low group is berween 29-34 years old. While the
mean of age ofthe fu1ltime group is 3.38, which is included in third age class (35-40
years old). This shows that the average age ofrespondents is between 35-40 years
old. Thus, this second variable is also owned by the full time group.

Then, the mean of the variable husband's income is also displayed. Mean of
husband's income of the part time group is 1.05. This research classifies the group
husband's income into five groups. Mean of 1-05 shows that the average husband's
income is in the first class of income (from 0.35 million rupiahs ta 2.34 million
rupiahs). Similarly for the fulI tims grorrg with mean of l-65, it is included into the
first class (0.35 miltion rupiahs - 2.34 million rupiahs), however, some af them are
included into the second class (fro'rn 2.35 million rupiahs to 4-34 million rupiahs)-
Therefore, this third variable also'belongs to the full time group.
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In other words, group of full time female workers have higher education level, older
age and husband's earnings greater than the gpup af part time female war*ex-
Furthermore the variable that discriminates these two groups the most is education

level (by highest mean of this variable). Vice versa, the variable discriminates these

two groups tlre least is the husband's income (by lowest mean of the variable).
There are several earlier studies supporting this study. For the education variable, the
result of this study is parallel with the studies of Rusmelia (2011), Faridi, Chaundhry
and Anwar (2009), and Riyadi (2001) which revealed the positive effect of education

on the participation of fernale wor*ers. This study shaws that the $romen with higha
education level, although already married, tend to not want to just stay home. They

would rather have jobs that match their education level. Besides her husband also

support them to work.

Next, ths results of the stu$ explained that fuU time {ernale workers have older age.

It is also similm to research of Riyadi (2001) which explained the positive influence

of age on lemale labor parlfcipation. The older age of the woman is then the higher

labor force participation. This study also reveals that the age of female workers with
high work participation is between 35-40 yems old- This research supports Goodman
(1994) and Hayghe (1994), which describes the period of women into the work force;

ii starts at the age of20-24 years old, and then decreases by the age of25-34 years.

The largest number of women gorng into labor force is at the age of 35-64 years.

This conditior implicitly explains why many wom€n began to work full time at the

age of 35-64 years old is because at that age period, their child had entered school age

and begin to be an independent person (not a child).

Husband's income is also a motivation for married women to work. As described by
Eladiaato (2003), Volda (2006), and Rusmelia (2011), husband's income has a
positive effect on female labor force participation. This study also supports the

results of these studies. Respondents i* this study feel high motivation to wcrk evel
if their goals do work not solely to eaur more money. It is also supported by the

education level of women is quite high and the age of the children they have entered

the age of independence.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The group of part time female workers differs significantly from the group of fuIl time
female workers. Three variables discriminating these two gtoups are education level, age

and income of the husband. The most discriminating variable is education level, whereas,

the least variable discriminating is the husband's income.

Implication of the study is that family income becoming higher if the husband and wife
both working- With higher incomes, of cccrse, needs of family life could become more

fulfilled. With more and morc women work in the community, so the fumily income also

increased, therefore it will improve people's standard life.

To reach that condition explained before; the married women could be frrll time worker, it
is necessary efforts to improve the education levtil ofwomen. As the most discriminating
variables, most women with higher education level can obtain jobs in the formal sector

which are futly employed. Therefcre, wem€n should continue their education to higher

level when they are not married yet, so later, after marriage, they can work full-time.
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